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CHAIR’S MESSAGE
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The message this time may be shorter than normal, mostly
because I have chosen to expand on two topics in separate
pieces in this Newsletter. This, therefore, is really just a collection
of random thoughts, put together in no particular order over
several days.
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Firstly, there is the usual business of dealing with information and
requests that come through to me as Chair of the Society (usually
through the SoC website). Reported elsewhere is the BBC Shop
Talk broadcast which I participated in. There is also the
Department for Trade initiative “Guidelines for Walking Maps”
project, which is also reported elsewhere in this Newsletter. These
are examples firstly of how the profile of the Society is leading to
us being invited to be part of such initiatives, and secondly of the
Society gaining further publicity from these events. I have also
fielded requests from a publisher (Ingenta) to “take over”
publishing of the SoC Bulletin on a commercial basis, and from
an organisation called ePolitix (www.ePolitix.com) to become a
Stakeholder in their network. This last was an interesting one in
that they are trying to “build, update and host specialist public
affairs websites for hundreds of organisations. These
organisations include: campaigning groups, blue chip
companies, charities, trade and professional associations, trade
unions, and government and public bodies.” It was interesting
that they perceived that we were a trade and professional
organisation that it was appropriate to approach about being
included in the network. As it happens, a long discussion with
ePolitix resulted in me concluding that we were unlikely to benefit
sufficiently from inclusion to be able to justify the costs. The
committee has also previously looked at outside publishing for
the Bulletin and rejected that as not being appropriate. These last
two contacts, taken with the BBC and DfT requests, suggest to
me that the profile of the Society is beginning to be recognised
even more than it has been before, and that we should be doing
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whatever is necessary to maintain and increase that profile, and
also to deal with such requests appropriately and promptly.

Summer
School
2006

•

Keele

SUMMER SCHOOL
This year’s SoC annual
summer school will be held
at Keele University between
4–7 September.
Information about the 41st
Summer School can be
found by visiting
www.mdx.ac.uk/www/
gem/soc2005. The website
is updated regularly so why
not bookmark the site and
make sure you visit
regularly?

Steve Chilton
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There are other forums that we should be getting involved with in
order to promote both our Society in particular and our industry in
general. As Chair of the SoC I am already a member of the UK
Cartographic Committee and attend these meetings – the next one
is at the OS in Southampton on 23 May. However there are other
areas where we are NOT represented. We currently have no
presence at or on the UK Geoforum or the (BCS) Learning, Skills
and Training group. Having said that, it should not necessarily be
your Chair that takes on all these roles. I can only do so much.
Other senior members of the Society should be helping to spread
this load, and effectively establish our place in this ever-changing
industry. Tim Fearnside is Chair of the Learning, Skills and Training
Group and has previously offered SoC a place on this group. I
would like to ask for a volunteer to come forward to take up that
offer. To offer, or to discuss what it would involve, please contact
myself or Mike Shand (Hon Secretary).
As previously noted I am an avid reader of map-related blogs,
which provide much fascinating information on trends and
developments in cartography, GIS, etc. Perhaps the most
prevalent entries in these blogs of late have been two particular
topics. Firstly has been the massive interest in all things Google
Earth/Local and Microsoft Local/Virtual Earth, closely followed by
recent developments at Mapquest and now ESRI in the same
field. I did read somewhere recently that Joe Public’s perception
of what they expect to see is moving rapidly from
Multimap/Streetmap types of output to Google/Virtual Earth types.
Google “mashups” are sites that combine the underlying map
data with overlaid user info – using the Google API (application
programming interface) to achieve the combination from the
different sources. Multitudes of these mapping applications
abound for a mind-boggling array of topics. You could argue that
more people are involved in being cartographers than ever
before. For instance my running club is just about to include a link
on its website to the Nike-sponsored w w w . r u n l o n d o n . c o m .
This site allows users to plot their favourite London runs and it
calculates distances in km and miles. More usefully (as there have
been distance measuring sites before) it allows you to collect,
display, and disseminate runs in your area – in this case as a
service to the club’s members – and of course the general public.
The second major input on blogs has been on availability of data.
You may remember the fascinating session at the SoC Cambridge
conference last September on “Public Access to Maps and Data”
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which featured OS, local authorities and various panellists I
labelled “carto-activists”. Well, the debate has continued
elsewhere at various levels, not least a comprehensive report in
the November issue of this Newsletter. These activists are seeking
to challenge the EU INSPIRE Directive on European Spatial Data
Infrastructure. Even the UK Guardian newspaper recently
launched a Free Our Data campaign. At the opposite end of the
spectrum huge amounts of technical skills and GPS data
collecting are being funnelled by many keen “amateur”
cartographers
into
the
openstreetmap
project
h t t p : / / w w w . o p e n s t r e e t m a p . o r g /). There is even an OSM
(h
Workshop weekend planned for 5–7 May, where a bunch of
volunteers from the group are hiring a cottage on the Isle of White
and plan to “map the entire Isle of Wight in a long weekend, plus
maybe a bit longer”. They will be using bikes, cars, GPS units,
laptops, etc to produce copyright-free compiled field data, which
will then be transferred and annotated in the OSM software. And
the best of luck to them!
What this data gathering effort, and the masses of mashups being
produced, leads me to think is that we need to broaden our
definition of what cartography and cartographers actually ARE
these days. Shouldn’t we, as a Society, be trying to work out ways
of making ourselves more inclusive and encourage these neocartographers? Should we be providing for them, advising them,
joining with them even? Do we want to enter the debates at a
political level? Can we offer ways of helping community
cartography (for want of a better description) become better
cartography?
The Society website is a very important communication tool
between ourselves and the outside world, and hopefully between
members too. It is currently being updated for both content amd
look and feel by member Tim Absalom. Two things that have
happened recently lead me to suggest that there are two further
developments that we should pursue as additions to the website
for the benefit of members. I was asked recently to provide
someone not connected with the SoC with any references to
“map illiteracy in the UK”. I struggled to find anything relevant in
back copies of the Bulletin (manually searched) and put it out to
Carto-SoC in the end. Through my own work I also needed to
know about companies producing exterior campus plans/
elevations. Again, a search through the Carto-SoC archive (which
is online but has to be done manually) didn’t produce the answer,
although I knew it had cropped up before – so I went to CartoSoC again. This leads me to the conclusion that a searchable

Future Summer
School venues
Dates for your diary
don’t miss out

2006
Keele
(4–7 September)

2007
Portsmouth
(3–6 September)
(Bill Johnson)

2008
Offers invited

What this data gathering
effort, and the masses of
mashups being
produced, leads me to
think is that we need to
broaden our definition of
what cartography and
cartographers actually
Are these days.
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Editor required
There is still one important vacancy in the SoC structure.
The position of Bulletin Editor has been vacant since I took
the Chair two years ago. I have been Acting Editor since
then but cannot be expected to carry on this indefinitely,
AND fulfil my role as Chair adequately. So the committee is
looking to co-opt someone as Editor with a view to being
nominated for the Editor’s post at the AGM. If anyone has
ever thought about taking this job on, it is even easier than it
was before. This is because the job of producing (DTP,
layout, correcting, sending for print, etc) the Bulletin has
devolved to a Production Editor – who is Gary Haley. The job
now entails just getting the material for the Bulletin, liaising
with authors, and proofing the copy. So if you want to
discuss the post – in confidence, with no prior commitment
– then don’t hesitate to contact me. There is also a job
description for the post which anyone is welcome to ask to
see, and I will willingly work with someone over the transition
phase.
Please consider doing this vital job. You will find that it will
broaden your horizons and give great satisfaction.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

So, you will see that
there is much
happening in the world
of Cartography, and in
the Sociey itself. Why
not contribute to those
happenings by attending
the next summer school,
at Keele University from
4–7 September 2006
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Call for Bulletin material
This is a call for material for the next
SoC Bulletin. I am looking in
particular for main articles for the
Bulletin, but also short articles,
map/atlas/book reviews, software
reviews and/or information on new
products. If you have something
that you feel you want to share with
the cartographic community then
please get in touch with the editor
by phone, fax or email (details
below) to let me know if you would
be interested in having any material
published. Volume 40 will be put
together following the 2006 Summer
School in Keele, and contributions
need to be with me by the end of
September. Further information
about the Bulletin, plus content from
recent issues is available at:
www.soc.org.uk/
bulletin/bulletin.html
STEVE CHILTON
A c t i n g Bulletin Editor
Tel/Fax: 020 8411 5355
Email: steve8@mdx.ac.uk

online cumulative index to the SoC Bulletin would be very
beneficial, as would making the online Carto-SoC archive
keyword searchable. Does anyone want to offer to do either of
these jobs or have suggestions for an efficient way of doing them?
A case for SoC Project Fund support perhaps? There is, of
course, a “work-around” solution to the latter issue. If you Google
search for carto-soc +keyword, you will get responses that are
direct links to the Carto-SoC communication on that subject (dirty
but effective).
So, you will see that there is much happening in the world of
Cartography, and in the Sociey itself. Why not contribute to those
happenings by attending the next summer school, at Keele
University from 4–7 September 2006. I look forward to seeing as
many of you as possible, and in continuing the debate and the
good work.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair
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GUIDANCE ON WALKING MAPS
Through a contact made by Rosie Duncan when chasing
contributors for the Keele Summer School this year I have been
invited to represent the Society of Cartographers on a Department
for Transport (DfT) “Guidance on Walking Maps” project.
It is funded by DfT and facilitated by the Access Company, who
offer “Audit and Consultancy services, aimed at improving access
to built, transport and rural environments”. The aim is to share
best practice in producing such maps and provide a printed (and
online) guide to the steps and procedures one might go through
to take advantage of previous work, and hopefully produce better
products along the way. Admirable objectives, and good to see
the SoC being at the forefront of this development – as I hope to
outline in this brief note. The driver behind the project is the
perceived increase in walking map production that is resulting
from Government initiatives to get people more active, reduce
obesity levels, and generally improve our predominantly urban
lifestyles. So, there was a large presence from various local
authorities at this “stakeholders” meeting. The list of organisations
represented is included in the panel. What was perhaps
significant was that when we did the round the table introductions
on the lines of “who am I, who do I represent, and what do I bring
to the table”, I was the only one who said that they were a trained
cartographer! Plenty of interested and self-confessed cartoanoraks, but no others that could be called cartographers in the
traditional sense.
The meeting lasted all day, was led by Access Company staff
(with Jim Walker as chair), and was hosted at DfT’s splendid
Marsham Street premises in Victoria. There was discussion on
Principles, Processes, and a couple of case studies. One case
study was from Salisbury (claiming to be “the walking friendly
city”), who have produced an excellent map and walks
description package. The representative was from the Salisbury
Joint Transportation Team. I only mention that so I can tell you that
the team work out of an address that is in the stupendously
named Endless Street, Salisbury. The range of stakeholders
present was quite impressive, including some you might be
familiar with, such as the OS, Sustrans and City Id (who did the
branding work for Bristol City Council that was highlighted at the
Bristol Summer School). Others were obvious – like DEFRA,
Ramblers Association, etc, while some were more off-beat, such
as Space Syntax, Urban Walks and Saatchi (who are a major
consultant in this area). One interesting one was FWT Studios (an

Organisations represented:
The Access Company
Bristol City Council
Central London Partnership
City Id
Corporation of London
DEFRA
Department for Transport
Dog Rose Trust
FWT Studios
Living Streets
Ordnance Survey
Peterborough City Council
Ramblers Association
Saatchi
Salisbury City Council
Space Syntax
Sustrans
URBAN WALKS
Walking the way to
Health Initiative
Walkit
Westminster City Council
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Some references to
previous/parallel work may
be included in the
guidelines. I offered
information on Chris
Perkins and Anna
Thomson’s project on
Community mapping:
cycling and walking that
was published in the SoC
Bulletin (Vol 39 p63–70)
and Phil Cubbin’s team
project on Our Walk to
School as possible
reference points, as they
both have a very pragmatic
and user-focussed
approach to what should
go onto specific mapping
outputs.

offshoot of Cook Hammond and Kell) who produce mapping for
TfL, BWB and many others and claim to employ 15 cartographers
(who are all surely potential new SoC members!).
The report that results from this work will be a series of guidelines,
and it is aimed at Town and City Planners, Transport Planners,
and wider management of Government organisations (particularly
the purse holders). The Access Company are tasked with
producing a draft report from all the material and ideas generated
on the day. This note is being written before a draft of the
guidelines has been made available. This is due at the end of
March and will initially be presented to DEFRA, ODPM and DoH.
At the end of this long day there was a discussion on possible
further funding for this group of stakeholders to do further work.
Possible activities include: expanding the project to cover
Scotland and Wales as well; producing some formal research
papers; considering waymarking and signage; symbol and font
issues (particularly with regard to DDA/disability issues); and
future technologies.
Overall, a tough day’s work in stimulating company. I look forward
to being able to contribute to the revision of the draft when it
comes through, and will consider future involvement in offshoot
projects as they are identified. Once again, it is good to feel that
the Society is monitoring and contributing to these important
developments in our industry.
Steve Chilton

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC,
send an email to:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk
with the message subscribe
carto-soc ‘your full name’ in
the body of the mail.
to the address
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).
To send a message to
CARTO-SoC, send an email
to: cartosoc@sheffield.ac.uk
To unsubscribe to CARTOSoC, send an Email to:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk
with the message
unsubscribe carto-soc in
the body of the mail.
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CARTO-SOC
(THE SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS
ONLINE DISCUSSION GROUP)
CARTO-SoC is a listserv (automatic mailer) for the on-line discussion of
practical cartography. Much of the discussion concerns computer
mapping using desktop machines, though there are no restrictions
whatsoever on the topics that may be discussed. Any mail sent to the
listserv is automatically distributed to all subscribers. You may find this
a useful way of communicating with cartographers worldwide, and
getting help with a wide range of topics. Anyone (both members and
non-members) is welcome to subscribe to CARTO-SoC.

CARTO-SoC archive
Monthly digests of previous CARTO-SoC mailings are available. Up to
March 1999 these are plain text files, and from then on automatically
generated HTML pages.The address for more information or to
access the archive is: http://www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc/
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Carto-Chat

Friday afternoon in the drawing office!

FreeHand MX is still
available for Windows

My husband is looking to provide the more junior
staff with a drawing package for producing maps and
plans for PC (not Mac).
Two staff are requesting Paintshop pro !!! They already
have Photoshop and AutoCAD.
I would be most grateful if those of you who use
a PC could recommend a drawing package?
Rosemary
We use Corel Draw and find it incredibly versatile.
There are other good contenders, notably Illustrator.
I hate to think of what sort of results they would come
up with in PaintShop Pro and I can’t see why they
would want it if they have PhotoShop already.
Suggesting PaintShop Pro suggests they aren’t
likely to be well versed in the techniques needed
for good results in this sort of work.
Alex
We’ve had CorelDraw available (for Windows users) for many
years and it has proved relatively popular. We also have
Photoshop and Illustrator. Recently, there has been a
considerable increase in the number of (self-taught)
Illustrator users. The interface is similar enough
for Photoshop users to pick up the basics
reasonably quickly
Graham

I would like to add my recommendation for Corel Draw
too. For no other reason that that I think it has lower
learning curve than rivals. Although it has many
sophisticated features it’s fairly easy to pick up the
basics.
The worrying thing is that staff could feel that a
bitmap programme (Paintshop) could even
remotely do the job envisaged!
Steve

Freehand for the PC, if
they have it for the MAC.
Alan

That’s nothing Steve. We’ve had
staff seriously suggesting we
could do our cartography in
Powerpoint!
David
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NATIONAL PUBLICITY FOR SOC
SHOP TALK

When I found out the
other panellists and the
status of the programme
I was flattered, and not a
little childishly excited.
Thoughts of Andy
Warhol and his famous
“15 minutes of fame”
quote immediately came
to mind.

In December I was approached by a researcher at the BBC about
a programme they were making as part of the Radio 4 series Shop
Talk. The theme of the programme was Digital Mapping and
Tracking. The researcher had picked our publicity manager’s
details from the SoC website, and Phil had suggested that she
speak to me as Chair. Initially it seemed that she was just
researching material for the programme as she knew very little
about the subject – surely a problem for research staff on any
wide-ranging programme. After explaining some of the concepts
of the technology behind GPS, GIS, LBS, sat-nav, aerial
photography, digital production methods, re-usable/scalable data,
data availability, etc she admitted that the thesis of the programme
was the demise of traditional cartography and the rise of “new”
cartography. Were there fewer or more cartographers now than
previously? Were they different? Were they trained? What were
their products? and How were they producing maps? After several
long phone discussions she decided to ask me to be a panellist
on the broadcast. When I found out the other panellists and the
status of the programme I was flattered, and not a little childishly
excited. Thoughts of Andy Warhol and his famous “15 minutes of
fame” quote immediately came to mind.
The programme was pre-recorded at the BBC studios at Wood
Lane (actually the Five Live studio), with presenter Heather
Payton, myself and Martin Capel-Smith (Head of Marketing,
Navman Europe) in the studio. The other panellists were Peter
Cochrane (former head Advanced Research, BT – Founder,
Conceptlabs), Ed Parsons (Chief Technology Officer, Ordnance
Survey), and Ian Rycroft (Technical Director, Globalpoint
Technologies), who were in BBC regional studios around the
country. There were also pre-recorded snippets from Alain de
Taeye (co-founder & CEO Tele Atlas) and Nathalie Vetter, (GIS
Project Manager) and Peter Cridland (Corporate Information
Manager, London Borough of Barnet). You may recognise three of
these names as speakers at last year’s SoC conference at
Cambridge. The Barnet connection came from a suggestion by
me, and Ed Parsons had already been approached to appear
when I came on board.
What was interesting to me was the process of the recording of the
programme. We were given a running order of the questions likely
to be asked so that we could be prepared with appropriate
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I was pleased that I
could say my piece(s)
when asked without
stumbling, and even
managed to contribute
some spontaneous
thoughts when they
occurred.

answers. However, we were asked not to bring any scripts or notes
in to the studio as the temptation to read from them makes it sound
too forced. We recorded more than the 30 minutes required by the
programme and were told that some editing would take place. The
producer had to ask one contributor – in a remote studio – to sit
still and stop ruffling papers. That was edited out. I was pleased
that I could say my piece(s) when asked without stumbling, and
even managed to contribute some spontaneous thoughts when
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they occurred. Being on radio you were introduced by name each
time you contributed and you had to catch the presenter’s
attention if you wanted to interject. This was easy enough for us in
the studio but more difficult for those in remote studios.

Towards the end I also
made a plea for
cartographers to have a
say in the design of the
interface when
transferring maps/data
to ever smaller devices
like PDAs, mobiles, incar navs, etc. That hit
the editing floor too!

Two things that I said were not included in the broadcast. I was
cabbed to the venue from my home in north London and the cab
driver was the usual chatty sort. On the journey he had the old
crackle radio going back to base. All the drivers in the firm were
tuned in and had to respond if they thought they were nearby for
a pickup. I asked him why the cabs didn’t all have GPS on board
so that the controller could have a visual display in order to KNOW
which were the most conveniently located cabs for next jobs. He
didn’t know, but presumably cost per unit came into it as it was a
big firm. I mentioned this as an anecdote of potential usage in the
recording but it was not included. Towards the end I also made a
plea for cartographers to have a say in the design of the interface
when transferring maps/data to ever smaller devices like PDAs,
mobiles, in-car navs, etc. That hit the editing floor too!
The programme was broadcast on Tuesday 3 January at 4.30pm,
so I had the whole office listening in at Uni. Although I had emailed
some friends and colleagues to alert them of the broadcast there
were still strange occurrences of people saying they happened
on it by chance. One colleague was off work and chanced upon it
someway through the programme. He said to himself that sounds
just like my mate Steve. He’s even talking about cartography. And
his name is even Steve as well. The credits rolled (do they roll on
radio?) and he found out it really was me! My family were all at
school or working and were subjected to the audio link on the
BBC website later that evening. My wife said “very good dear”,
and one of my boys said that there wasn’t any humour in the
programme – it IS a business programme! Faint praise indeed. If
anyone is interested the broadcast can still be played back from
the BBC website at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/news/
shoptalk/shoptalk_20060103.shtml.
In conclusion, I feel that it was a privilege to be asked to be part of
the programme, and it provided some nice intangible publicity for
the Society of Cartographers (the BBC website has a link to our
website) and was for me an exciting and enjoyable experience. It
should be noted that Warhol’s 15 minutes of fame quote has a
coda to it that goes: “but in reality has no effect at all on that
person”. Incidentally, only 3 more programmes were made before
the series was pulled by the BBC, after running successfully since
2002.
Steve Chilton
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NEWS
CONFERENCES
Diagrams 2006
The Fourth International Conference on Theory and Application of
Diagrams will take place at Stanford University, California, USA
between 28–30 June. Downloadable versions of the
conference poster can be accessed at http://www.diagramsconference.org and cartographers are encouraged to display
and distrbute them.
The organisers are also keen to receive submissions of full
research papers, extended abstracts, tutorial proposals and
annotated diagrams from a wide range of topics of interest.
“Mapping Mount Athos: Renaissance and Enlightenment
Visions” 6 April. Veronica Della Dora (Post-doctoral Fellow, Getty
Research Institute, Los Angeles, U.S.A.)

RGS-IBG Annual International Conference 2006
Developing Areas Research Group (DARG) and
British Cartographic Society (BCS)
30 August–1 September 2006 Royal Geographical Society with
IBG, London
“Mapping for Development” Representations of the world using
maps, or more recently, GIS and other technologies, have been
critiqued for their Eurocentrism and reinscription of existing power
relations. However, participatory mapping techniques, countermapping exercises and community-based GIS projects
demonstrate ways in which ‘mapping’ can be used to challenge
prevailing norms, or contribute to processes of empowerment.
This session will consider a range of mapping techniques and the
power relations embedded within them, and assess how
‘liberating’ such practices might be. The session will also explore
the wider role of cartographic representations of developing
areas; in education, the mass media and broader institutional
discourses. The key focus will be on mapping in the context of
‘development’ or within ‘developing areas’.

Representations of the
world using maps, or
more recently, GIS and
other technologies, have
been critiqued for their
Eurocentrism and
reinscription of existing
power relations.

Please download Abstract submission form from the
RGS
website
and
submit
to
the
co-convenors.
http://www.rgs.org/category.php?Page=ac2006
“Rethinking maps” Session organisers: Martin Dodge and Chris
Perkins (University of Manchester), Rob Kitchin (NUI Maynooth,
Ireland)
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Over the past 20 years there has been a sustained engagement
in rethinking the ontological basis and epistemology of
cartography. This has led to such conceptual frameworks as:
maps as social constructions, post-representational cartography,
non-confessional cartography, non-progressive histories of
cartography, de-ontologized cartography, denaturalized
cartography, critical cartography, counter-mappings and
performative mapping. These sessions will bring together
scholars to explore these new ways of thinking about maps and
what they mean for working cartographers, mapping research
and map scholars. We particularly welcome papers on the
following five broad themes:

These sessions will
bring together scholars
to explore these new
ways of thinking about
maps and what they
mean for working
cartographers, mapping
research and map
scholars.

1.

Map as practice:

2.

Map hacking:

3.

Open-source mappings:

4.

Autonomous cartographies:

5.

New routes in the study of maps:

ISPRS Working Group II/5 – Communication and
Visualization of Spatial Data
Workshop on Spatial Data Communication and Visualization,
8 July, Vienna, University of Vienna, Austria
This is a pre-conference workshop associated with three
conferences:
•

The 12th International Symposium on Spatial Data Handling
(10–12 July 2006);

•

The ISPRS Technical Commission II Symposium (12–14 July
2006); and

•

The Central European Cartographic Conference (12–14 July
2006)

The workshop will address the wide-ranging applications of
contemporary geographical communication and visualization
from digital landscape depiction to the provision of maps and
images on mobile telephones and PDAs.
The topics covered include, but are not exclusive to the following
topics:
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•

Developing digital landscapes;

•

Digital 3D visualizations

•

Non-immersive Web-delivered 3D visualizations

•

Immersive 3D visualizations

•

Maps and the Internet
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•

Visualization and Photogrammetry

•

Animation

•

Visualization on Mobile telephony devices

•

Street directories on Mobile telephones

•

The use of electronic games engines for visualizing
landscapes

•

Visualization and Remote Sensing

•

Communication issues

UK Opensource GIS meeting
AGI Technical SIG organised meeting on 27 April at the British
Antarctic Survey, Madingley Road, Cambridge.
The use of Open-Source software has become increasingly
prevalent in many areas of information technology. For example,
the majority of web sites run on open-source web server software
eg, Apache, Tomcat etc; operating systems such as Linux, BSD
etc have an increasing share of the market; open source web
browsers are also increasing in popularity eg, Firefox, Galeon etc.
This event aims to investigate what the benefits and pitfalls of
Open-Source are for the GIS community. Speakers will describe
the impact of open-source software in various sectors and
illustrate these with examples from both the research and
commercial GIS communities.
•

An introduction to MapGuide Open Source , Giulio Pagan,
Autodesk Consulting

•

Census Interaction Data Service - Oliver Duke-Williams,
Leeds University

•

ICEDS: using open source software to serve data and maps
of the globe at full resolution - Jeremy Morley, University
College London

•

Developing an OGC Compliant Web Mapping and Download
User Interface for the Satellite Image Data Service hosted at
MIMAS - Gail Millin, Manchester University

•

MIDAS – Marine Information System based on OGCcompliant Open Source Software - Wyn Cudlip, QinetiQ

•

CADDIE Crime and Disorder Mapping Application, Robin
Brooke, Infotech?

•

Q&A Session – Chair, Ed Parsons

•

Tour of BAS Facilities

This event aims to
investigate what the
benefits and pitfalls of
Open-Source are for the
GIS community.
Speakers will describe
the impact of opensource software in
various sectors and
illustrate these with
examples from both the
research and
commercial GIS
communities.

To register visit the AGI website http://www.agi.org.uk
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SUMMER SCHOOL BURSARIES
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS 31 July ANNUALLY
AND NOTIFICATION by 14 August 2006
The Society of Cartographers offers TWO bursaries to allow full attendance at their Annual
Summer School.
The bursary offer is open to student and overseas members only. Each bursary will cover a
Summer School full attendance package and registration. Travel costs to and from the SoC
Summer School will NOT be covered by the bursary.
The aim of the bursary is to give financial assistance to members who would otherwise be unable
to attend due to lack of other financial support. Submissions will be reviewed by the Bursary
sub-committee and successful applicants will be notified by 15th July annually.
The 2006 Annual Summer School of the Society is being hosted by Keele University and will be
held between 4–7 September 2006. Details of the programme and contact details for the local
organisers can be found by visiting www.soc.org.uk.
To apply for a Bursary please print the following application form and complete in full or send the
appropriate details to:

Mike Shand, Hon. Secretary, Department of Geographical & Earth Sciences,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, U.K.

BURSARY APPLICATION FORM
Name

Organisation

Address/postcode
Membership number

Membership category (tick one box)
Email
Comments to support this application
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Student

Overseas

